Professional standards

Glenys Bridges provides a guide to work

Applying the qualities and attributes of professionalism are an essential requirement for all healthcare professionals. In the dental profession standards of professionalism stem from regulations set out in the Dentist Act and Health and Social Care Act. I often meet dental professionals who are aware that they do not wholly meet some aspects of these requirements. Such shortfalls can stem from the practical pressures encountered in day-to-day workplace situations, or from a lack of knowledge and understanding, or from unassertive, unproductive behaviour which fails to focus on goals. This article provides a guide for DCPs who want to become more assertive at work.

Most people are aware that assertiveness is an attribute which enables those who are shy or lack confidence to become more involved. Assertiveness also helps the more extrovert or volatile people to fine tune their interactions with patients, suppliers and colleagues. An assertive person is a positive, resourceful presence in dental teams. Therefore an important aspect of professional and personal development should be to avoid unproductive behaviour patterns, in favour of focusing on goals, solving problems and feeling at ease at work.

So how can you start to develop more assertive behaviour patterns? From the outset it is essential to recognise that assertiveness is not about getting your way at the expense of others. Professional assertiveness is about feeling at ease when setting your standards and maintaining them, without violating the rights of others. Here are three basic and essential steps to help you to achieve this.

Listen and show understanding - productive assertiveness is based on good communication skills. This means taking enough time to understand all points of view and vested interests. You may not agree with other people's views, but goals are most easily met when information gathering clarifies matters and leads to consensus.

Say what you mean, how you feel or what you think - this can be more difficult. Manage your state of mind so that it supports you in being assertive. When communicating state the facts, rather than relying on personal opinions alone. Describe your thoughts and feelings about the situation (for example, determined, confident), then go on to clarify your needs (say what you want the other person to do). Always close the conversation by summarising your main points. Finally ensure your make sure you maintain assertive non-verbally communications with steady eye contact, a serious expression and a firm voice with a moderate rate of speech.
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ESTHETIC CURRICULUM

Program Chairs:
Dr. Ed McLaren & Dr. Sascha Jovanovic
Session Chairs:
Dr. Didier Dietchi, Dr. Daniel Edelhoff, Dr. Mauro Fradeani

YOU CAN START FROM THE
2ND SESSION & MAKE UP THE 1ST SESSION
NEXT YEAR IN GENEVA

SESSION I - FEBRUARY 24 - 27, 2012 IN GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
DIRECT RESTORATIONS AND ADHESIVES with Dr. Didier Dietchi and others

SESSION II - MAY 24 - 27, 2012 IN ATHENS, GREECE
INDIRECT RESTORATIONS, FULL CERAMIC CROWNS AND VENEERS with Dr Daniel Edelhoff and others

SESSION III - OCTOBER 9 - 12, 2012 IN ATHENS, GREECE
ALL CERAMIC RESTORATIONS AND FIXED PROSTHODONTICS with DRS MAURO FREDEANI & EGON EUWE

SESSION IV - DECEMBER 3 - 7, 2012 IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
GRADUATING WEEK AT UCLA with DRS. ED MCLAREN, SASCHA JOVANOVIC, BRIAN LESAGE TODD SCHOENBAUM, PASCAL & MICHEL MAGNE

PROGRAM FEATURES
• CLASSROOM EDUCATION
• LIVE PATIENT TREATMENTS
• CASE PRESENTATIONS
• HANDS-ON
• 90 HOURS SELF-STUDY
• 217 HOURS CE
• 2 CERTIFICATES from gIDE and UCLA

Program Fee: 11,900€
Initial deposit payable upon registration EUR 1,000€
1st payment EUR 4,900€, before 5th Jan ’12
2nd payment EUR 3,000€, before 5th May ’12
3rd payment EUR 3,000€, before 25th Aug ’12